Wireless Freedom With The RVG 6500 Sensor

Enjoy high quality intraoral images on the move with the RVG 6500 Wireless Sensor from Castellini, the leading provider of premium quality imaging systems and practice management solutions.

The sensor delivers best-in-class images and is practical, portable and easy to use. Available in several different sizes, the RVG 6500 Wireless Sensor supports the examination and diagnostic needs of any practice. Proven Wi-Fi technology, along with compact design and complete set of holders, allow the sensor to be used quickly and conveniently on the move. The sensor is also compatible with both the iPhone and iTouch platforms, transforming them into fully functional communication and review tools.

RVG 6500 Wireless Sensor takes portability to the next level, for easy access to premium quality images anytime, anywhere. Simple to integrate into any practice, the sensor allows dentists to acquire, store, view and share images effortlessly.

For more information, contact Carestream Dental on 0800 169 9592 or visit www.carestreamdental.co.uk

Drill-free dentistry introduced in Colchester

National firm Dentist Direct has launched its first new spa-style practice which aims to stamp out fear of drilling and injections among dental patients.

Dentist Direct’s first practice has now officially opened in Colchester, with Principal Dr Neel Sanghavi, allowing patients to be treated with revolutionary medical technology known as Waterlase iPlus.

Dr Neel Sanghavi of Dentist Direct described the Waterlase iPlus as “a game changer” and said it would be an important addition to his practice.

The Waterlase iPlus uses laser technology to cut and shape tissue. The Laser Technology utilises water and laser energy to cut and shape tissue and surrounding bone while leaving the surrounding tissue intact.

In addition to the quality and accessibility of Castellini products, Castellini’s Local Dental Units – Carestream Dental

Castellini understands that every practice is different and designing customised furniture and complete set of holders, allow the sensor to be used quickly and conveniently on the move. The sensor is also compatible with both the iPhone and iTouch platforms, transforming them into fully functional communication and review tools.

RVG 6500 Wireless Sensor takes portability to the next level, for easy access to premium quality images anytime, anywhere. Simple to integrate into any practice, the sensor allows dentists to acquire, store, view and share images effortlessly.

For more information, contact Carestream Dental on 0800 169 9592 or visit www.carestreamdental.co.uk
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Local rules for local PCTs mean care is needed when designing Local Decontamination Units

Regional differences in the implementation of HTM01-05 guidelines make it vital for dental professionals to seek expert advice when redesigning their practices, says Roger Gullidge of Roger Gullidge Design.

“At the heart of the issue is the way that HTM01-05 is written. Like many official and bureaucratic documents, it is hard to understand. Dentists have constructed entire documents in different ways and endorsed it accordingly,” says Roger Gullidge of Roger Gullidge Design.

Factors such as ventilation within decontamination units can be especially complicated. Taking advice from local PCTs and expert equipment suppliers is accordingly, “ says Roger.

Taking advice from local PCTs and expert equipment suppliers is accordingly, “ says Roger.
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**UC Eastman Training in Restorative Dental Practice**

"Fundamentally changed my ability"

Dr Alistair Bunting is an associate dentist at Balmoral Lodge in Dorset. He completed his MSc in Restorative Dental Practice at the UC Eastman Dental Institute in December 2011.

I decided to undertake the Restorative Dental Practice programme at the Eastman to improve my clinical practice, theory and learn the latest techniques," says Dr Bunting. The support and encouragement at the Eastman gave us everything we needed to succeed, giving a good broad base of knowledge, both practical and theoretical. The second and third years were noticeably more in-depth. The final year required us to dissertation, which fundamentally changed my ability to critically appraise published material. As a result, my patients receive a better service. The quality of my work is of a much higher standard and I have greater confidence in providing predictable, comprehensive treatment plans."

For further information, please contact Victoria Banks, Programme Administrator, on 020 7905 1251, email vbanks@eastman.ucl.ac.uk or visit www.eastman.ucl.ac.uk/restamendpd

---

**Waterpik Water Flosser**

**Waterpik® Water Flosser easier and quicker than flossing**

Cristina De Rossi, manager of a busy Dental Practice in Central London, has had a very positive experience using the Waterpik Cordless Plus Water Flosser.

"I have always found it quite difficult to floss. I was always trying to get my back teeth right", she says, "but the Waterpik® Cordless Plus helps to reach difficult areas and makes it easy to floss my teeth completely."

Mr De Rossi has also found that the Cordless Plus saves her a lot of time and effort compared to manual flossing. "I have very well. After normal flossing you always have to rinse to remove the plaque and debris dissolved but with the Waterpik® Cordless Plus you do both in one go."

All in all, I have found it easier and quicker than flossing."

For more information on Waterpik® Water Flossers please speak to your wholesaler or visit www.waterpik.co.uk.

---

**NobelActiveTM from Nobel Biocare**

"Versatility in all types of bone"

Dr Alistair S Imam BDS, FDS (RCS) is an endodontist at the London Dental Hospital and Endodontic Director. He is also an editorial consultant for Dental Implant Summaries and is Vice-President and Scientific Director of the British Academy of Cosmetic Dentistry. Dr Imam is awarded UK Dentist of the Year 2009. Since graduating from Guy's, he has been using the NobelActiveTM Implants, which are cutting-edge, and it comes with the backing of a pioneering company for implant dentistry.

"It is an implant that I can see myself growing with."

For more information on Nobel Biocare please call 0208 756 3300, or visit www.nobelbiocare.com

---

**EndoCare**

**EndoCare - committed to Endodontics, dedicated to care**

EndoCare, dedicated to providing outstanding levels of care and treatment for all your patients every step of the way. No matter your level of expertise in the field of root canal treatment and dental pain, we are more than happy to take referrals for challenging cases such as for root pain, periapical and remedial surgery. In all cases, referring practices can be assured our primary considerations are always for patients' wellbeing, and whenever possible, the preservation of the original tooth.

To learn more about how we can become an important extra member of your dental team, contact EndoCare today!

For further information please call EndoCare on 0208 7224 0099 or visit www.endocare.co.uk

---

**Advanced Digital Sensor Technology from Schick**

'Schick CDR Elite from Clark Dental, is one of the world's leading digital dental imaging systems, producing incredibly high-quality images to meet the diagnostic needs of every clinician. The modular system is designed so that it can be upgraded to include future improvements in technology, future-proofing your investment and making sure you will never be left behind in terms of the patient care you can provide. To expand upon the market-leading Schick platform, Clark Dental now offers Schick® WRI - a new communications platform designed to add portable functionality to the highly valuable Schick system. Schick WRI brings a new level of freedom and flexibility to dental digital radiography. With no-cumbersome sensor-to-computer cable to get in the way, Schick WRI gives clinicians complete 360-degree chair side mobility, unhindered by trailing wires and other unwelcome complications.'

As one of the UK's leading dental equipment suppliers Clark Dental is a name that has long been associated with excellence in all its operations.

For more information call Clark Dental on 020 733 734 146, email info@clarkdental.co.uk or visit www.clarkdental.co.uk

---

**Powerfloss meets the growing demand for irritation**

Portable, battery free and cost-effective, the Powerfloss from Omega Direct is set to take the market by storm as interest in water jet dental hygiene expands.

"Irrigation is now recognised as an essential part of hygiene regimens, especially for patients who have implants or crowns, for example," says Powerfloss inventor Dr Roy Sennott, who jointly developed the product with engineer Bernard Sclar. "It gets into areas where normal floss and dental pick can't." The Powerfloss directs water at high pressure in small sprays, giving excellent control to users who find it easy to clean under bridges, braces and other devices they could not reach with conventional flossing.

Powered by a pump that is primed manually, the Powerfloss requires no battery or other power source. It consists of a removable reservoir component and a nozzle that can be stored inside the reservoir to make it easy to carry or pack.

The Powerfloss is available now with a recommended retail price of £14.99.